Curriculum Vitae
Jorge Areosa
Name

Chief Executive Officer
Title

Profile:
1963
Birth Year
Over 36 Years (8th year in the Middle East)
Years of Experience
English and Portuguese
Languages
NHD Civil Engineering
Qualifications
Building, Tunnelling, Bridges, Roads and
Earthworks, Interiors, Civil, Airports and
General Construction.
Sector Experience

projects undertaken:
•

Total responsibility for various
prestigious Interiors and

Building projects over a
period of 8 years in the
Middle East (UAE, Qatar and
Bahrain), and also with 27
years of multi disciplined
iconic construction projects

turnkey delivery in South

Jorge is a CEO with approximately 36 years of construction
experience, in varying disciplines of construction activity,
specifically in Turnkey commercial Interior Fit Out and
Building projects, but also has extensive experience in
Tunneling, Roads & Earthworks, as well as specialist Civil
Construction projects including Sliding, Dams, Mining and
Bridges, as well as Airport Terminal and Runway
construction. Prior to joining Al Tayer Stocks, serving 17
continuous and very successful years as an operations
executive in a senior executive management and equity
shareholding role, with a premium ‘AAA’ grade privately
owned leading building company in South Africa called Tiber
Bonvec Construction (Pty) Ltd, serving originally as
Contracts Manager, also as an Alternate, then Operations
Director and member of the Tiber Board of Directors.
He leads by example, is an actively involved mentor, a team
player who is passionate about construction in general but
specifically the Al Tayer Stocks business and its recent
success and future opportunities. Through his leadership
and influence, along with a very dedicated management
team appointed by and reporting to him, he continues to
enhance its capacity, growth and success since joining the
business in 2008.
As the CEO of the Al Tayer Stocks business, he is
accountable and responsible for the performance of the
business in the Middle East region, as well as the various
business units within the region, including the overall
management of financial and execution of all the company's
projects. As the CEO he is part of and reports directly to, the
Al Tayer Stocks Board of Directors, (made up of Al Tayer
Group and Stefanutti Stocks’ Shareholder’s appointed
members). He is based in and operates out of the main head
office in Dubai, but also manages the regional offices in
Sharjah and Abu Dhabi, as well as the international offices in
Qatar and Bahrain with overall responsibility for the
operations and commercial aspects of the business,
ensuring compliancy of the company policies, ethics as well
as QA/QC, ISO 9001:2008 certified standards and all Health
& Safety aspects. OSHAS 18001:2007 also ISO 14001:2004
Environmental.

Africa in an executive and

previous employers:

senior management role.

1982 – 1989:
1989 – 1991:
1991 – 2008:
Since 2009:

LTA Construction & Earthworks (Pty) Ltd.
C.A. Brand Projects (Pty) Ltd.
Tiber Bonvec Construction (Pty) Ltd,
Al Tayer Stocks LLC, Middle East Region.

